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Form  1

NOTIFICATION  OF  NATIONAL MEASURES IMPLEMENTING ACTS REFERRED  TO IN
THE  ANNEXES  AND  PROTOCOLS  TO THE EEA  AGREEMENT

ThlS  form  is to be  used  for the notification of national  measures canSIdered to ensure fulfilment of the obligations
under  Article 7 of the EEA Agreement in respect of EEA  acts  -  directives and decusions, and also, as regards

Iceland and Norway, regulations  -  referred  to in the Annexes to the Agreement.

One  form  should be  used  fur each  act.

From:  »  Please indicate name of the national Earlier  notification(s) of
administration implementation of the act: -  Where

appropriate, please indicate date(s)

(” 333 ..............................................

 

EEA act that has  been implemented:  ,  Please indicate title of the act and its EC and EEA References
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(1) Please indicate  the title(s) 0f the  national law(s) and/or regulati0n(s) and/0r
administrative  provisi0n(s) implementing the act or  amending/replacing previously

notified national measures.  Amended/replaced national measures must  be identified. If
necessary,  use  a separate sheet:

Full titles of all relevant  measures,  whether adopted with  a  View lo implementing the act or already

existing and considered to ensure compliance with the act, should be indicated.

Please also give  a translation  into Eng/1:11 of the title(s).

Title:

 

In English:  .........................................................................................................................

Title: .........................................................................................................................

(Please turn over)
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

In English:  .........................................................................................................................

 

Please do not list national  measures  which are only intended to be adopted at a future date here. Where

appropriate, such  measures  should be reported  under  point 4 belou .

Please  enclose the  text  of  each  national measure  referred to  under item  1.

Whenever available, please also  attach  translations ofthe  texts  into English.

As  regards  directives,  please  enclose  detailed information which  is  structured  so  that  it

enables the  Authority, with regard  to  each Article  and, if necessary,  each paragraph,

sub-paragraph  or  sentence  of the  act,  to identify and  assess  the corresponding national

measures for conformity.

Whenevcr appropriate, the information should be in the form of  tables  indicating the corresponding

national  measure.  Where the Authority has submitted a so—called "frame for a table of  correspondence"

regarding the act, or other guidelines 1nd1catmg the kind and'or structure of the information deemed

necessary for the Authority properly to carry out its tasks to your Government, such frames or guidelines

should be used.

Please indicate the type of implementation which the notified measures are considered to

ensure:

V ' ' A  . ".,
Ful] implementation ofthe act, with entry into force en (date): [JUN/$.20] /  i"

D  Amendment of measures previously notified as ensuring full implementation,

D  Replacement ofrneasures previously  notified  as ensuring full implementation,

D  Implementation of the following provisions of the act: l

The  EFTA  Surveillance Authority will be informed of any further measures  adopted  to

complement or  amend  the implementation and of any  amendments  to the notified

measures.

 

1 Please specify in these lines thc provisions (articles) of the act which have been Implemented by the  notified

measures. Otherwme, the notification of partial implementation will not be taken into account.


